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• Programming in a socially networked world: the evolution of the social programmer
C Treude, F Figueira Filho, B Cleary, MA Storey. The Future of Collaborative Software Development @ CSCW 2012 

• Social networking meets software development: Perspectives from GitHub, MSDN, Stack Exchange, and TopCoder
A Begel, J Bosch, MA Storey. IEEE Software 2013

The “social programmer”



… has a public profile

• Social coding in GitHub: transparency and collaboration in an open software repository
L Dabbish, C Stuart, J Tsay, J Herbsleb. CSCW 2012
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… shares code
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… is social

• Social coding in GitHub: transparency and collaboration in an open software repository
L Dabbish, C Stuart, J Tsay, J Herbsleb. CSCW 2012
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… signals

• Social coding in GitHub: transparency and collaboration in an open software repository
L Dabbish, C Stuart, J Tsay, J Herbsleb. CSCW 2012
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• “Jon Skeet can divide by zero.”

• “When Jon Skeet's code fails to compile 
the compiler apologises.”

• “Jon Skeet does not use revision control 
software. None of his code has ever 
needed revision.”

• “Jon Skeet has already written a book about 
C# 6.0. It’s currently sealed up. In three years, 
Anders Hejlsberg is going to open the book to 
see if the language design team got it right.”
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   2014 IDC world estimates: 
• 29m ICT-skilled workers 
• 18.5m software developers 

(professional + hobbyist) 

Impact?



“brings all your projects together in one 
neat profile and let you show off your 
coding skills to developers and employers”

Impact?



The “social programmer”
… signals

• Assessing technical candidates on the social web
A Capiluppi, A Serebrenik, L Singer. IEEE Software 2013 

• Mutual assessment in the social programmer ecosystem: an empirical investigation of developer profile aggregators
L Singer, F Figueira Filho, B Cleary, C Treude, MA Storey, K Schneider. CSCW 2013 

• Impression formation in online peer production: activity traces and personal profiles in GitHub
J Marlow, L Dabbish, J Herbsleb. CSCW 2013 

• Activity traces and signals in software developer recruitment and hiring
J Marlow, L Dabbish. CSCW 2013



The “social programmer”
… signals

a b



• Stack Overflow and GitHub: Associations between software development and crowdsourced knowledge
B Vasilescu, V Filkov, A Serebrenik. Social Computing 2013

Coding vs. seeking/sharing knowledge

http://www.flickr.com/photos/jamiemanley/5278662995

a



• Stack Overflow and GitHub: Associations between software development and crowdsourced knowledge
B Vasilescu, V Filkov, A Serebrenik. Social Computing 2013
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• Stack Overflow and GitHub: Associations between software development and crowdsourced knowledge
B Vasilescu, V Filkov, A Serebrenik. Social Computing 2013

Coding vs. seeking/sharing knowledge
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• Stack Overflow and GitHub: Associations between software development and crowdsourced knowledge
B Vasilescu, V Filkov, A Serebrenik. Social Computing 2013

Coding vs. seeking/sharing knowledge

• Experts are experts 
everywhere 

• Participating in SO 
“speeds up” coding

~

a



Gamification

• How social Q&A sites are changing knowledge sharing in open source software communities
B Vasilescu, A Serebrenik, P Devanbu, V Filkov. CSCW 2014
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Gamification

• How social Q&A sites are changing knowledge sharing in open source software communities
B Vasilescu, A Serebrenik, P Devanbu, V Filkov. CSCW 2014

December 2003 Archives by thread
Messages sorted by: [ subject ] [ author ] [ date ]
More info on this list...

Starting: Mon Dec 1 00:27:40 CEST 2003
Ending: Wed Dec 31 21:39:13 CEST 2003
Messages: 1159

[R] fitting a theoretical distribution with truncated tails   Piyush Sharma
[R] fitting a theoretical distribution with truncated tails   Spencer Graves

[R] Discovering methods   Gabor Grothendieck
[R] Discovering methods   Duncan Murdoch
[R] Discovering methods   Thomas Lumley

[R] Discovering methods   Duncan Murdoch
[R] Discovering methods   Thomas Lumley

[R] hdf library for windows   Toby.Patterson at csiro.au
[R] hdf library for windows   Mulholland, Tom
[R] strptime Usage   Ko-Kang Kevin Wang

[R] strptime Usage   Prof Brian Ripley
[R] Discovering methods   Prof Brian Ripley
[R] significance in difference of proportions: What problema   Torsten Hothorn
[R] Indexing ANOVA table   Pascal A. Niklaus
[R] wilcoxon-pratt signed rank test in R - drug-effiacy   Niels Steen Krogh

[R] wilcoxon-pratt signed rank test in R - drug-effiacy   Peter Dalgaard
[R] wilcoxon-pratt signed rank test in R - drug-effiacy   Knut M. Wittkowski

[R] Changing distance scale in plclust()   Mike White
[R] Rd Files?   Wolski

[R] Rd Files?   kjetil at entelnet.bo
[R] Rd Files?   Wolski

[R] Rd Files?   Prof Brian Ripley
[R] Rd Files?   Wolski
[R] Rd Files?   Prof Brian D Ripley
[R] Rd Files?   Wolski
[R] Rd Files?   Prof Brian Ripley
[R] Rd Files?   Wolski
[R] Rd Files?   Prof Brian Ripley
[R] Rd Files?   Wolski
[R] Rd Files?   Prof Brian Ripley
[R] Rd Files?   Peter Dalgaard
[R] Rd Files?   Duncan Murdoch
[R] Rd Files?   Wolski
[R] Rd Files?   A.J. Rossini
[R] Rd Files?   Philippe Grosjean
[R] Rd Files?   A.J. Rossini

[R] Sampling   Savano
[R] Sampling   paradis at univ-montp2.fr
[R] Sampling   Christian Mora

[R] Cluster analysis for multinominal data?   Ing. Michael Rost
AW: [R] Sampling   RINNER Heinrich
[R] cclust - cindex - binary data   Bruno Giordano
[R] with for objects   Roger D. Peng

b



Gamification

• How social Q&A sites are changing knowledge sharing in open source software communities
B Vasilescu, A Serebrenik, P Devanbu, V Filkov. CSCW 2014
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Gamification

• How social Q&A sites are changing knowledge sharing in open source software communities
B Vasilescu, A Serebrenik, P Devanbu, V Filkov. CSCW 2014
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Gamification

• How social Q&A sites are changing knowledge sharing in open source software communities
B Vasilescu, A Serebrenik, P Devanbu, V Filkov. CSCW 2014

?

On r−help On StackExchange

Speed of answers for r−help participants active on StackExchange

1 min

1 hour

1 day

1 month

1 year
5 years

median ~3h median 47mins

“The�reputation�
ratings�are�a�nice�
little�incentive”

“Peer�recognition/
gamification�within�
Stack�Overflow”

“It’s�a�game,�which�
also�serves�a�good�
purpose”
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The “social programmer”

… signals
… has a public profile

… shares code
… is social
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vs.

The social cost of 
“social coding”
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The predictability of 

“social coding”
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• Performance in competitive environments: Gender differences
U Gneezy, M Niederle, A Rustichini. The Quarterly Journal of Economics, 118(3):1049–1074, 2003 

• Do women shy away from competition? Do men compete too much?
M Niederle, L Vesterlund. The Quarterly Journal of Economics, 122(3):1067–1101, 2007

The social cost of “social coding”1

Women are less effective than men in 
mixed-gender competitive environments 

[Gneezy et al]

Women shy away from competition and 
men embrace it 

[Niederle and Vesterlund]
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Most active GitHub users (by contributions). http://twitter.com/paulmillr (http://twitter.com/paulmillr)
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The count of contributions (summary of Pull Requests, opened issues and commits) to public repos
at GitHub.com from Thu, 03 Apr 2014 02:35:55 GMT till Fri, 03 Apr 2015 02:35:55 GMT.

Only first 1000 GitHub users according to the count of followers are taken. This is because of
limitations of GitHub search. Sorting algo in pseudocode:
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  .filter((user) ‐> user.followers > 386)
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Made with data mining of GitHub.com (raw data (https://gist.github.com/4524946), script
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(Fabien Potencier)
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(https://github.com/weierophinney)
(Matthew Weier O'Phinney)

8742 PHP Sioux Falls, SD, USA
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 paulmillr / active.md
Last active on Apr 2

The count of contributions (summary of Pull Requests, opened issues and commits) to public repos
at GitHub.com from Thu, 03 Apr 2014 02:35:55 GMT till Fri, 03 Apr 2015 02:35:55 GMT.

Only first 1000 GitHub users according to the count of followers are taken. This is because of
limitations of GitHub search. Sorting algo in pseudocode:

githubUsers
  .filter((user) ‐> user.followers > 386)
  .sortBy('contributions')
  .slice(0, 256)

Made with data mining of GitHub.com (raw data (https://gist.github.com/4524946), script
(https://github.com/paulmillr/top-github-users)) by @paulmillr (https://github.com/paulmillr) with
contribs of @lifesinger (https://github.com/lifesinger). Updated once per week.

# User Contribs Language Location

#1
Ocramius (https://github.com/Ocramius)
(Marco Pivetta)

61259 PHP Frankfurt

#2
michalbe (https://github.com/michalbe)
(Michał Budzyński)

14771 JavaScript Warsaw, Poland

#3
kevinsawicki
(https://github.com/kevinsawicki) (Kevin
Sawicki)

9159 JavaScript Redwood City, CA

#4
brianchandotcom
(https://github.com/brianchandotcom)
(Brian Chan)

8893 JavaScript Los Angeles, CA

#5
fabpot (https://github.com/fabpot)
(Fabien Potencier)

8751 PHP Paris, France

#6
weierophinney
(https://github.com/weierophinney)
(Matthew Weier O'Phinney)

8742 PHP Sioux Falls, SD, USA
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the quality and relevancy of your
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 Gender representation1

• Stack Overflow 2015 Developer Survey (26,086 people from 157 countries)
http://stackoverflow.com/research/developer-survey-2015#profile-gender

5.8%

~5-9%
• Exploring the data on gender and GitHub repo ownership

Alyssa Frazee. http://alyssafrazee.com/gender-and-github-code.html 
• Gender and tenure diversity in GitHub teams

B Vasilescu, D Posnett, B Ray, M vd Brand, A Serebrenik, P Devanbu, V Filkov. CHI 2015

http://stackoverflow.com/research/developer-survey-2015#profile-gender
http://alyssafrazee.com/gender-and-github-code.html
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10.9%
• FLOSS 2013: A survey dataset about free software contributors: challenges for curating, sharing, and combining

G Robles, L Arjona-Reina, B Vasilescu, A Serebrenik, JM Gonzalez-Barahona. MSR 2014 
• Google Diversity (2015) www.google.com/diversity/index.html#chart
• Inside Microsoft (2015) https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/diversity/inside-microsoft/default.aspx#fbid=cynGfV-jQoE

18% 16.6%
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Which is more effective?
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Which is more effective?1
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Diversity 👎

Similarity attraction theory

People prefer working with others similar 
to them in terms of values, beliefs, and 

attitudes [Byrne]

Social identity and 
social categorization theory

People categorize themselves into specific 
groups. Members of own group are treated 

better than outsiders [Tajfel]

Due to greater perceived differences between groups 
than within groups, diversity can lead to confusion, 

stress, and conflict [Horwitz & Horwitz]

1



Multicultural social networks 
promote creativity

[Harvard Business School]

Driver of internal innovation and
 business growth [Forbes]

Companies with diverse executive 
boards have higher earnings and

 returns on equity [McKinsey]

Diverse problem solvers 
outperform high ability problem

 solvers [Hong & Page]

Diversity 👍1



Information Processing Theory

Diversity 👍

Mixture of cultural/educational backgrounds 
+ access to different networks/broader information 
=> creativity, adaptability, & problem solving skills. 

[Salancik & Pfeffer]

1



Today: diversity in open source software 
(OSS) GitHub teams

Geographic & 
cultural dispersion

Online communities
& distributed comm. 

channels

Different settings Different methods

Quantitative; 
large-scale trace data

1



Gender diversity  
= mix women/men  
simplifying assumption: 

gender is binary

Today: gender & tenure diversity in open 
source software (OSS) GitHub teams

Reports of active 
discrimination and sexism 
towards women [Nafus]

Women are <10% in 
OSS [Robles et al]

The “hacker” culture is 
male-dominated and 
unfriendly to women 
[Turkle]

1



Today: gender & tenure diversity in open 
source software (OSS) GitHub teams

The “onion” structure of OSS: 
small (stable) core + large 
(loose) periphery [Ducheneaut]

Tenure diversity  
= mix junior/senior

High turnover [Robles & 
Gonzalez-Barahona]

1



Today: gender & tenure diversity in open 
source software (OSS) GitHub teams

Trace data available 
@ghtorrent 
[Gousios et al]

World’s largest open 
source community

1



OSS as meritocracy; 
contribution quality as 
main driver of impression 
formation 
[Dabbish et al, Marlow et al]

Theoretical

Technical

Today: gender & tenure diversity in open 
source software (OSS) GitHub teams

1



Demographics are 
less salient in OSS 
[Riordan & Shore]

Theoretical

Technical

Today: gender & tenure diversity in open 
source software (OSS) GitHub teams

1



Anyone can 
contribute to any 
repository.  
Who’s on a team?

Theoretical

Technical

Today: gender & tenure diversity in open 
source software (OSS) GitHub teams

1



Gender is not 
explicitly recorded

Theoretical

Technical

Today: gender & tenure diversity in open 
source software (OSS) GitHub teams

1



People contribute 
under multiple aliases

Theoretical

Technical

Today: gender & tenure diversity in open 
source software (OSS) GitHub teams

1



How to analyze 
such large-scale 
longitudinal trace 
data?

Theoretical

Technical

Today: gender & tenure diversity in open 
source software (OSS) GitHub teams

1



Approach: mixed methods

Powered by

Diversity survey
Welcome to our GitHub diversity survey!

This survey is aimed at developing a better understanding of the role played by gender, age, and 
national origin in distributed software engineering teams.

Your participation is voluntary and con@dential. If you agree to participate, you will be asked to 
complete self-report measures that tell us a bit about your perceptions of and interactions with 
other developers on GitHub. Participation in this survey is expected to take about 10 minutes of 
your time. None of the questions is mandatory. Should you prefer not to answer some of the 
questions, please feel free to skip them.

The survey has a purely academic nature and is conducted by a team of computer science 
researchers from Eindhoven University of Technology, The Netherlands (Bogdan Vasilescu 
<b.n.vasilescu@tue.nl>, Alexander Serebrenik <a.serebrenik@tue.nl>, and Mark van den Brand 
<M.G.J.v.d.Brand@tue.nl>).

We thank you in advance for your participation in this study. We plan to include the results of this 
survey in a scienti@c publication. Individual responses cannot be traced back to an individual 
respondent. However, expressing your interest to be informed about any resulting publication will 
require a contact email address.

If you have any additional comments, please feel free to use the text box at the end, or to contact 
us directly.

* Required

Do you consent to participate in the survey? *

 Yes

 No

12% completed

This content is neither created nor endorsed by Google. 

Report Abuse - Terms of Service - Additional Terms

Continue »

Edit this form

+

1

• Perceptions of diversity on GitHub: A user survey
B Vasilescu, V Filkov, A Serebrenik. CHASE 2015



What constitutes a team?

Which differences do people recognize among team 
members?

Does diversity matter?

Survey
4,500 invitations, 816 responses  

1

• Perceptions of diversity on GitHub: A user survey
B Vasilescu, V Filkov, A Serebrenik. CHASE 2015



F 24%
M 75%

72 countries

1 Survey
4,500 invitations, 816 responses  

• Perceptions of diversity on GitHub: A user survey
B Vasilescu, V Filkov, A Serebrenik. CHASE 2015
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• Perceptions of diversity on GitHub: A user survey
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• The repository owner and others who can 
push directly 

• People who contribute code frequently 
• People who work on my particular feature/

branch 

• Everyone who does something in this 
repository

less inclusive

more inclusive

What constitutes a team?1

• Perceptions of diversity on GitHub: A user survey
B Vasilescu, V Filkov, A Serebrenik. CHASE 2015



• The repository owner and others who can 
push directly 

• People who contribute code frequently 
• People who work on my particular feature/

branch 

• Everyone who does something in this 
repository#1 (72%)

Everyone

1 What constitutes a team?

less inclusive

more inclusive

• Perceptions of diversity on GitHub: A user survey
B Vasilescu, V Filkov, A Serebrenik. CHASE 2015



• Programming skills 
• Social skills 
• Gender 
• Ethnicity 
• Overall GitHub experience 
• Reputation as programmer 
• Country of residence 
• Personality 
• Age 
• Educational level 
• Real name 
• Hobbies 
• Employment 
• Political views

… for (none other / few other / most other) team members
1 Which differences do people recognize among team members?

• Perceptions of diversity on GitHub: A user survey
B Vasilescu, V Filkov, A Serebrenik. CHASE 2015



• Programming skills 
• Gender
• Real name 
• Social skills 
• Country of residence 
• Personality 
• Reputation as programmer 
• Ethnicity 
• Employment 
• GitHub experience 
• Educational level 
• Age 
• Hobbies 
• Political views

… for (none other / few other / most other) team members

74% 
48% 
45% 
42% 
40% 
39% 
31% 
30% 
30% 
28% 
26% 
23% 
11% 
4%

Developers are aware of each other’s gender

Demographics not salient is 
OSS [Riordan & Shore]

1 Which differences do people recognize among team members?

• Perceptions of diversity on GitHub: A user survey
B Vasilescu, V Filkov, A Serebrenik. CHASE 2015



Meritocracy; no effects of diversity

“code sees no color or gender”

“any demographic identity is irrelevant”

“more about the contributions to the code 
than the ‘characteristics’ of the person”

1 Does diversity matter?

• Perceptions of diversity on GitHub: A user survey
B Vasilescu, V Filkov, A Serebrenik. CHASE 2015



“diverse viewpoints often lead to 
lively discussions and new ideas”

“in general it is always enriching to 
communicate with someone different”

Positive effects of diversity

“diversity in the body of folks willing 
to interact and contribute works to 
strengthen the usability of the library”

1 Does diversity matter?

• Perceptions of diversity on GitHub: A user survey
B Vasilescu, V Filkov, A Serebrenik. CHASE 2015



“I have used a fake GitHub handle (my normal GitHub 
handle is my first name, which is a distinctly female 

name) so that people would assume I was male”

“interactions are usually positive too, with 
occasional sexism, but nothing more then one 

encounters in the rest of life”

Negative effects of diversity

“… caused me to leave a project”

Gender related

1 Does diversity matter?

• Perceptions of diversity on GitHub: A user survey
B Vasilescu, V Filkov, A Serebrenik. CHASE 2015



Survey
4,500 invitations, 816 responses  

The team is everyone

Gender is surprisingly salient

Positive/negative/no effects of diversity

What constitutes a team?

Which differences do people recognize among team 
members?

Does diversity matter?

1

• Perceptions of diversity on GitHub: A user survey
B Vasilescu, V Filkov, A Serebrenik. CHASE 2015



Bing Maps + Heuristics 
http://github.com/tue-mdse/
countryNameManager

USABogdan +

male

Name frequency tables for 30 countries
http://github.com/tue-mdse/
genderComputer

Infer genders
[Vasilescu et al, 
IWC’13]

Mining

Sample
4K projects Andrea + Italy  = male

Andrea + USA = female

1



Response
Productivity
(#commits/quarter) Turnover 

(fraction team new 
w.r.t. prev. quarter)

1
Mining

Sample
4K projects



Response
Productivity
(#commits/quarter) Turnover 

(fraction team new 
w.r.t. prev. quarter)

Independent

Gender 
diversity 
(Blau index)

Tenure diversity 
(coeff. variation)
• project
• overall coding

1
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Response
Productivity
(#commits/quarter) Turnover 

(fraction team new 
w.r.t. prev. quarter)

Independent

Gender 
diversity 
(Blau index)

Tenure diversity 
(coeff. variation)
• project
• overall coding

Controls

Team size Project ageTime Project activity

…

1
Mining

Sample
4K projects



Project Created on Project 
age

Total 
#commits

#Forks Time #Commits #Comments Team 
size

Gender 
diversity

Commit 
tenure 

diversity

Turnover

A 2011-02-15 12 557 51 Q2 47 26 9 0.25 0.47 0.67

Q5 19 12 10 0.00 0.93 0.75

Q6 7 13 12 0.25 0.54 0.67

Q7 56 53 20 0.00 0.56 0.87

…

B 2010-09-21 11 2075 578 Q4 71 169 83 0.03 0.66 0.87

Q5 116 219 93 0.05 0.73 0.56

Q6 186 367 119 0.06 0.80 0.86

Q7 129 453 114 0.08 0.85 0.82

…

Nesting: projects

Analysis1
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Project Created on Project 
age

Total 
#commits

#Forks Time #Commits #Comments Team 
size

Gender 
diversity

Commit 
tenure 

diversity

Turnover

A 2011-02-15 12 557 51 Q2 47 26 9 0.25 0.47 0.67

Q5 19 12 10 0.00 0.93 0.75

Q6 7 13 12 0.25 0.54 0.67

Q7 56 53 20 0.00 0.56 0.87

…

B 2010-09-21 11 2075 578 Q4 71 169 83 0.03 0.66 0.87

Q5 116 219 93 0.05 0.73 0.56

Q6 186 367 119 0.06 0.80 0.86

Q7 129 453 114 0.08 0.85 0.82

…

Linear mixed-effects 
(hierarchical) models

Analysis1

Nesting: projects
Cross-classification: quarters
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+
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…
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Results

Productivity
(#commits/quarter)

Gender diversity

Tenure diversity

+
+

Turnover (fraction team 
new w.r.t. prev. quarter)

+
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The takeaway
1

• Performance in competitive environments: Gender differences
U Gneezy, M Niederle, A Rustichini. The Quarterly Journal of Economics, 118(3):1049–1074, 2003 

• Do women shy away from competition? Do men compete too much?
M Niederle, L Vesterlund. The Quarterly Journal of Economics, 122(3):1067–1101, 2007

The social cost of “social coding”

Women are less effective than men in 
mixed-gender competitive environments 

[Gneezy et al]

Women shy away from competition and 
men embrace it 

[Niederle and Vesterlund]

! Pull requests Issues Gist

"

#

$

%

38
Followers

22
Starred

14
Following

Daniel
Rosenwasser
DanielRosenwasser

Microsoft
Seattle, WA
https://bitbucket.org/DanRose…
Joined on Aug 10, 2011

Organizations

 & Contributions  ' Repositories  ( Public activity

Search GitHub ) +

**  FollowFollow + 

Popular repositories

, mlton
The MLton repository

1 ⋆

, TypeScript
TypeScript is a superset of JavaScript that co…

1 ⋆

, bond
Bond is a cross-platform framework for workin…

0 ⋆

, compat-table
ECMAScript 5/6 compatibility tables

0 ⋆

, coreclr
This repo contains the .NET Core runtime, call…

0 ⋆

Repositories contributed to

' Microsoft/TypeScript
TypeScript is a superset of JavaScript that co…

5,630 ⋆

' Microsoft/TypeScript-wiki
A repository to make changes to the TypeScri…

23 ⋆

' Microsoft/TypeScript-Handbook
The TypeScript Handbook is a comprehensive…

38 ⋆

' kangax/compat-table
ECMAScript 5/6 compatibility tables

560 ⋆

' Microsoft/TypeScriptSamples
Samples for TypeScript

320 ⋆

Summary of Pull Requests, issues opened, and commits. . Less  More

Public contributions

Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May

M

W

F

Contributions in the last year

1,365 total
Jun 19, 2014 – Jun 19, 2015

Longest streak

12 days
April 27 – May 8

Current streak

2 days
June 17 – June 18

Learn more     

Most active GitHub users (by contributions). http://twitter.com/paulmillr (http://twitter.com/paulmillr)

 ~�

 paulmillr / active.md
Last active on Apr 2

The count of contributions (summary of Pull Requests, opened issues and commits) to public repos
at GitHub.com from Thu, 03 Apr 2014 02:35:55 GMT till Fri, 03 Apr 2015 02:35:55 GMT.

Only first 1000 GitHub users according to the count of followers are taken. This is because of
limitations of GitHub search. Sorting algo in pseudocode:

githubUsers
  .filter((user) ‐> user.followers > 386)
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When your fellow users vote up your
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The takeaway
1

• Performance in competitive environments: Gender differences
U Gneezy, M Niederle, A Rustichini. The Quarterly Journal of Economics, 118(3):1049–1074, 2003 

• Do women shy away from competition? Do men compete too much?
M Niederle, L Vesterlund. The Quarterly Journal of Economics, 122(3):1067–1101, 2007

The social cost of “social coding”

Women are less effective than men in 
mixed-gender competitive environments 

[Gneezy et al]

Women shy away from competition and 
men embrace it 

[Niederle and Vesterlund]

! Pull requests Issues Gist

"

#

$

%

38
Followers

22
Starred

14
Following

Daniel
Rosenwasser
DanielRosenwasser

Microsoft
Seattle, WA
https://bitbucket.org/DanRose…
Joined on Aug 10, 2011

Organizations

 & Contributions  ' Repositories  ( Public activity

Search GitHub ) +

**  FollowFollow + 

Popular repositories

, mlton
The MLton repository

1 ⋆

, TypeScript
TypeScript is a superset of JavaScript that co…

1 ⋆

, bond
Bond is a cross-platform framework for workin…

0 ⋆

, compat-table
ECMAScript 5/6 compatibility tables

0 ⋆

, coreclr
This repo contains the .NET Core runtime, call…

0 ⋆

Repositories contributed to

' Microsoft/TypeScript
TypeScript is a superset of JavaScript that co…

5,630 ⋆

' Microsoft/TypeScript-wiki
A repository to make changes to the TypeScri…

23 ⋆

' Microsoft/TypeScript-Handbook
The TypeScript Handbook is a comprehensive…

38 ⋆

' kangax/compat-table
ECMAScript 5/6 compatibility tables

560 ⋆

' Microsoft/TypeScriptSamples
Samples for TypeScript

320 ⋆

Summary of Pull Requests, issues opened, and commits. . Less  More

Public contributions

Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May

M

W

F

Contributions in the last year

1,365 total
Jun 19, 2014 – Jun 19, 2015

Longest streak

12 days
April 27 – May 8

Current streak

2 days
June 17 – June 18

Learn more     

Most active GitHub users (by contributions). http://twitter.com/paulmillr (http://twitter.com/paulmillr)
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Which is more effective?

• Gender and tenure diversity in GitHub teams
B Vasilescu, D Posnett, B Ray, M vd Brand, A Serebrenik, P Devanbu, V Filkov. CHI 2015
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2  The pull-based model
submit pull 
requests

… modernly

• Open source-style collaborative development practices in commercial projects using GitHub
E Kalliamvakou, D Damian, K Blincoe, L Singer, DM German. ICSE 2015 

• Work practices and challenges in pull-based development: the integrator's perspective
G Gousios, A Zaidman, MA Storey, A Van Deursen. ICSE 2015

… because  
code review
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26,093 10,3391,887% Watch ⋆ Star ' Forkrails / rails(

)

*

+

,

-

New pull requestNew pull requestFilters is:pr is:open .Issues Labels Milestones

 +  467 Open /  12,551 Closed Author Labels Milestones Assignee Sort 

+ Move Integer#positive? and Integer#negative? query methods to Numeric 
#20143 opened an hour ago by  

/
meinac

0 2

+ Deprecate `assert_template`. 
#20138 opened 9 hours ago by  

/
tgxworld

0 8

+ Add Enumerable#map_with to ActiveSupport 
#20134 opened 13 hours ago by  

/
mlarraz

0 0

+ Allow creating a save callback for same name with parent association 
#20127 opened 23 hours ago by  

/
meinac

0 2

+ ActiveSupport::HashWithIndifferentAccess select and reject should return enumerator if called without block

#20125 opened a day ago by  
/

imanel

0 0

+ Don't ignore false values for `include_blank` passed to `Tags::Base#select_content_tag` 
#20124 opened a day ago by  

/
greysteil

0 9

+ Fix for irregular inflection inconsistency 
#20123 opened a day ago by  

/
yoongkang

0 0

+ Add openssl_verify_mode and sync other smtp_settings with API docs 
#20117 opened 2 days ago by  

/
jfine

0 0

+ ActiveJob - log enqueued message only after the job was successfully enqueued  
#20116 opened 2 days ago by  

/ activejob
cristianbica

0 0

+ [ci skip] Remove comments about Rails 3.1
#20113 opened 2 days ago by  claudiob

0  10

+ Remove overridden root method and move it's implementation in original method
#20109 opened 2 days ago by  prathamesh-sonpatki

0 1

+ Add missing spec and documentation for button_tag helper 
#20108 opened 3 days ago by  

/
akshay-vishnoi

0 0

+ Removed not needed includes, As record_tag_helper is moved to a gem we.. 
#20107 opened 3 days ago by  

/
ankit8898

0 3

+ Add ability to translate rails guides documents.yaml 
#20098 opened 3 days ago by  

/
hanachin

0 0

+ adds ArgumentError for render partial with invalid collection 
#20083 opened 5 days ago by  

/
farukaydin

0 2

+ docs for updating nested attributes while creating parent record 
#20082 opened 5 days ago by  

/
sh6khan

0 2

+ put dynamic matchers on GeneratedAssociationMethods instead of model 
#20080 opened 5 days ago by  

/
robertjlooby

0 0

Pull requests

This repository2 Considerable review load
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• Wait for it: Determinants of pull request evaluation latency on GitHub
Y Yu, H Wang, V Filkov, P Devanbu, B Vasilescu. MSR 2015
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Provide provider_job_id to qu adapter. #20064
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@rafaelfranca any idea how to proceed? Both the regular and integration tests are passing for me, so I
don't exactly know what to do. Thanks.

3 matthewd closed this 5 days ago

4 matthewd reopened this 5 days ago

kddeisz commented 5 days ago

Thanks @matthewd - looks like it's good now.

This repository

Labels

Milestone

No milestone

Assignee

No one assigned

4 participants

None yet

Notifications

You're not receiving
notifications from this
thread.

%  Subscribe

Integrator

2
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• Automate All The Things: Continuous Integration and Deployment at RevUnit
Addam Hardy. http://addamhardy.com/blog/2013/09/28/automate-all-the-things-continuous-integration-and-continuous-deployment-at-revunit/

“[CI]�enables�us�to�automate�more�of�our�process�
which�frees�us�up�to�focus�on�the�important�things�
—�like�implementing�and�shipping�features!�[...]��
[The�integration�of�Travis-CI�in�GitHub]�enables�the�
team�to�rapidly�find�integration�errors�or�regression�
failures�in�the�test�suite.�This�tightens�the�feedback�
loop�and�not�only�enables�more�defect�free�code,�but�
greatly�speeds�up�our�process.”

2 Continuous Integration

http://addamhardy.com/blog/2013/09/28/automate-all-the-things-continuous-integration-and-continuous-deployment-at-revunit/
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OF TEAMS AND AUTOMATION
LESSONS IN SOCIAL 

CODING FROM GITHUB
Bogdan Vasilescu

• Performance in competitive environments: Gender differences
U Gneezy, M Niederle, A Rustichini. The Quarterly Journal of Economics, 118(3):1049–1074, 2003 

• Do women shy away from competition? Do men compete too much?
M Niederle, L Vesterlund. The Quarterly Journal of Economics, 122(3):1067–1101, 2007

The social cost of “social coding”

Women are less effective than men in 
mixed-gender competitive environments 

[Gneezy et al]

Women shy away from competition and 
men embrace it 

[Niederle and Vesterlund]

! Pull requests Issues Gist

"

#

$

%

38
Followers

22
Starred

14
Following

Daniel
Rosenwasser
DanielRosenwasser

Microsoft
Seattle, WA
https://bitbucket.org/DanRose…
Joined on Aug 10, 2011

Organizations

 & Contributions  ' Repositories  ( Public activity

Search GitHub ) +

**  FollowFollow + 

Popular repositories

, mlton
The MLton repository

1 ⋆

, TypeScript
TypeScript is a superset of JavaScript that co…

1 ⋆

, bond
Bond is a cross-platform framework for workin…

0 ⋆

, compat-table
ECMAScript 5/6 compatibility tables

0 ⋆

, coreclr
This repo contains the .NET Core runtime, call…

0 ⋆

Repositories contributed to

' Microsoft/TypeScript
TypeScript is a superset of JavaScript that co…

5,630 ⋆

' Microsoft/TypeScript-wiki
A repository to make changes to the TypeScri…

23 ⋆

' Microsoft/TypeScript-Handbook
The TypeScript Handbook is a comprehensive…

38 ⋆

' kangax/compat-table
ECMAScript 5/6 compatibility tables

560 ⋆

' Microsoft/TypeScriptSamples
Samples for TypeScript

320 ⋆

Summary of Pull Requests, issues opened, and commits. . Less  More

Public contributions

Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May

M

W

F

Contributions in the last year

1,365 total
Jun 19, 2014 – Jun 19, 2015

Longest streak

12 days
April 27 – May 8

Current streak

2 days
June 17 – June 18

Learn more     

Most active GitHub users (by contributions). http://twitter.com/paulmillr (http://twitter.com/paulmillr)
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 paulmillr / active.md
Last active on Apr 2

The count of contributions (summary of Pull Requests, opened issues and commits) to public repos
at GitHub.com from Thu, 03 Apr 2014 02:35:55 GMT till Fri, 03 Apr 2015 02:35:55 GMT.

Only first 1000 GitHub users according to the count of followers are taken. This is because of
limitations of GitHub search. Sorting algo in pseudocode:

githubUsers
  .filter((user) ‐> user.followers > 386)
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Made with data mining of GitHub.com (raw data (https://gist.github.com/4524946), script
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8742 PHP Sioux Falls, SD, USA
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All Sites Top Users Newsletters Blogs

Stack Overflow Week Month Quarter Year All Time

Stack Overflow
Q&A for professional and enthusiast programmers
(4,368,896 total users)

All Time

Type to find users: 

Jon Skeet
360 5367 6604 

member for: 6 years, 8 months

#1
all time rank

784,585
all time reputation

Darin Dimitrov
98 2027 2062 

member for: 6 years, 8 months

#2
all time rank

595,006
all time reputation

BalusC
142 1872 2174 

member for: 5 years, 10 months

#3
all time rank

573,150
all time reputation

Hans Passant
61 656 1236 

member for: 6 years, 9 months

#4
all time rank

553,678
all time reputation

Marc Gravell
115 1475 1981 

member for: 6 years, 8 months

#5
all time rank

543,562
all time reputation

VonC
122 1306 1397 

member for: 6 years, 9 months

#6
all time rank

500,221
all time reputation

CommonsWare
50 1069 1130 

member for: 6 years

#7
all time rank

476,191
all time reputation

SLaks
71 1085 1316 

member for: 6 years, 7 months

#8
all time rank

453,118
all time reputation

Greg Hewgill
88 755 954 

member for: 6 years, 10 months

#9
all time rank

419,959
all time reputation

paxdiablo
92 778 1232 

member for: 6 years, 9 months

#10
all time rank

405,734
all time reputation

Alex Martelli
62 741 1041 

member for: 6 years, 1 month

#11
all time rank

394,804
all time reputation

When your fellow users vote up your
questions and answers on a Stack
Exchange site, you generate
reputation. Reputation is a rough
measure of:

how much the community trusts
you
your communication skills
the quality and relevancy of your
questions and answers

These friendly reputation leagues
are an informal way of tracking your
reputation within the community on
a particular Stack Exchange.

Reputation is capped at 200 per
day, but remember that bounty
awards and accepted answers are
immune to this daily reputation cap.

Reputation Change

Rep Change* Users

10,000+ 7,585

5,000+ 16,650

2,500+ 34,553

1,000+ 79,966

500+ 140,300

250+ 221,607

100+ 237,379

50+ 237,379

1+ 237,379

Total Reputation

Total Rep* Users

100,000+ 279

50,000+ 856

25,000+ 2,452

10,000+ 7,585

5,000+ 16,650

3,000+ 28,845

2,000+ 43,131

1,000+ 79,966

500+ 140,300

200+ 237,379

1+ 3,811,453
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Which is more effective?

• Gender and tenure diversity in GitHub teams
B Vasilescu, D Posnett, B Ray, M vd Brand, A Serebrenik, P Devanbu, V Filkov. CHI 2015
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